Abstract-A special parallel machine scheduling problem is studied and formulated into a mixed integer programming model, considering setup time and time window. A valid inequality is deduced and improved with the setup time consideration. An relaxed IP model with valid inequality can provide a primary cable assignment scheme and lower bound to the scheduling problem. A SS algorithm is proposed to solve the problem. At last, the numerical experiments is carried out which demonstrates that the proposed solution approach is effective and efficient.
INTRODUCTION
A typical cable and cable harness manufacturer usually has two or more production lines and each of them can continually draw out cables [1] . To meet the multi-species, small quantities, and short-period development tends, each cable production line is usually designed to fit to nearly all cable products but prefers specific cable varieties to others. That is to say, the production cost and time of the same cable product can vary with different production lines. To obtain more profits, the parallel production lines need to be scheduled appropriately to deal with the accepted product orders at the cost as small as possible. In our considered scenario, the product orders can be delayed or excluded in the problem horizon at different penalty costs and some technological requirements need to be taken into accounts.
The scheduling problem can be viewed as a special parallel machine scheduling problem which has been a lot of related researches published. In 1970s, a series of researches have ever focused on problem complexity analysis [2] - [5] . And kinds of algorithms have been developed to solve the parallel machine scheduling problems of NP-hardness, including the intelligent optimization algorithm, such as Tabu Search [6] , Simulated Annealing [8] , Genetic Algorithm [8] & [9] , and mathematic optimization algorithms, such as Branch and Bound [10] , Dynamic Programming [11] , Column Generation [12] .
It is worth noting that a hybrid mixed integer linear programming/constraint programming (MILP/CP) approach has been proposed to solve a class of parallel ma-chine scheduling problem [13] [14] which were similar to the scheduling problem in this paper.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A. The Problem Description
In the cable production line, cables are continuously produced coil by coil [1] . A cable coil will be called "cable" and taken as a job in the scheduling problem. The cable requires different processing time and cost on different production lines because the lines are configured to different product preference. The setup time is also needed and depends on the processing sequence. The considered cables are given different tardiness penalty. The scheduling objective, to be minimized, includes two parts: the total processing costs and total tardiness penalties.
Another consideration is the time window constraint. Each cable has a release time due to the upstream process. And most cables have the contracted delivery times which arise the due dates.
B. The Mixed Integer Linear Programming Model
To simplify the problem model, we introduce a dummy production line to deal with the ignored cable (or tardy cable). On the dummy line, each cable has a zero pro-cessing time and a processing cost equal to the tardiness penalty which is typically larger than the processing costs on the real production lines.
The following notations will be referred as the problem parameter.
N
Cables set, = {0, 1, 2, … , }, where 0 is a dummy cable.
M
Production line set, = {0,1, 2, … , } , where 0 is a dummy line.
Release time of cable i, ∈ . Due time of cable i, ∈ . Production cost of cable i on line j, ∈ , ∈ /{0}. 
Z
A very big number. To represent cable scheduling decisions over the production lines, we introduce the following decision variables: The objective function (1) of the model is to minimize the total production costs and tardiness penalty costs. Constraint (2) ensures a production line assigned to each cable. Constraints (3) and (4) ensure that each cable has one preceding cable and one succeeding cable, respectively. Constraint (5) states that each line has at most one starting cable, which implies that there are at most m available lines. Constraints (6) -(9) are the time window constraints. Constraints (10) and (11) provide value ranges for the variables
III. VALID INEQUALITIES AND LOWER BOUND FOR THE PROBLEM
The valid inequality, reflecting the problem features, can not only improve the resolving efficiency of the formulated MILP model, but also work for the heuristic approach. The following inequality comes from the existing research on the parallel machine scheduling [13] [14]  Production capacity inequality：
where ( ′ , ′′ ) = { | ≥ ′ and ≤ ′′ , ∈ } includes all cables that need to be produced in time window For the case illustrated in Figure 1 , ( 1 , 6 ) = {1, 3, 6 }, that is to say that the given time windows of cable J1, J2 and J3 are all included in time window [ 1 , 6 ]. Cable combination 1, 3, 6 can be excluded from L1 through inequality (12) , because their total processing time is larger than 6 − 1 .
Since the setup time needs to be considered in our problem, let = + Min� ′ | ′ ∈ � replace in formula (12) . That is
Inequality (13) is obviously tighter than inequality (12) . An existing MILP/CP approach for the classic parallel machines scheduling problem can also be applied to this scheduling problem of the small-scale (see literature [13] & [14] for more details), through taking model (1), (2) 
IV. THE SCATTER SEARCH FOR THE PROBLEM
Scatter search (SS) is a metaheuristics based on evolution population. Its search strategy considers both the intensification and diversification of solution pool (population) and thus performs well at global search [15] [16] . Generally, a desirable SS can converge quickly at the same time avoiding premature convergence to low-quality solutions. In practice, it needs a good balance between computational time and solution quality.
The algorithm framework of the SS is shown in Figure 1 and its steps are listed as following:
 Initialize the solution pool P -Generate |P| different solutions by repeatedly using the randomized heuristic method. Populate P with those generated > can create two different solutions. Improve those solutions by the improvement method.  Update P -Select some good solutions from those new solutions to populate P or replace some worse solutions in P. Sort the solutions in P by the objective value. If most solutions in P are same as those in the last iteration, P would be assumed to converge.  Reinitialize P -Just like the above initialization step except that include the best solution as far, the first one in P.  Termination -The approach terminates if the best solution has retained without being updated for a number of iterations.
Initialize P using the randomized heuristic method 
A. The Randomized Solution Generator
A randomized solution generator, same as that was proposed in Tang, Ren & Yang [17] , is implemented to generate diverse trial solutions. In addition, it can provide a preliminary cable assignment scheme to solve IP model (1), (2) and (13) . The ILOG Cplex, an optimization software for LP and MIIP model, is employed to solve the model. The cable assignment scheme can be extended to a solution through applying the earliest due date first (EDD) rule to each production line.
B. Distance Measurement Method Between Solutions
An accurate inter-solution distance (or difference) measurement is important to control the diversity of the reference set (RefSet). Due to the cable assignment over the production lines is the main factor to affect the objective function, the ratio of number of same cable assignments to total number of cables is taken as the distance measurement.
C. The Improvement Method
A simple local search, based on the swap and insert neighborhoods, is applied to all solutions in all generations while a local search, based on a variable-depth cycle exchange neighborhood (see Luo and Tang [18] for more details), is applied to solutions when the best solution found so far has not changed for 10 generations.
The swap neighborhood is obtained through exchanging the assigned production lines of each pair of genes in the given chromosome. The production orders should be exchanged if the pair of genes is corresponding to the same line. Similar to the swap neighborhood, the insert neighborhood involves with inserting a cable to another line or a different position in the same line. The technical constraint has a higher priority than the EDD ruler when they conflict.
D. The Solution Coding and Combination Method
The vector-group coding method [19] is adopted to facilitate the combination operation. In the coding method, a solution is constructed using a sequence of two-dimension vectors as follows:
where � ℎ � represents the ith cable assignment in the solution, ℎ ∈ is a cable, ∈ is the production line to process cable ℎ and {ℎ 1 , ℎ 2 , … , ℎ } = \{0} . The cables assigned to the same line will be processed in order of the vector-group. The dummy production line is considered in the coding scheme to deal with the tardy jobs (cables). Based on the vector-group coding scheme, we adopt one-point extended order to combine a new solution. Let
′ … ′ ] serve as the source solutions. A random integer with 1 ≤ < is first generated to decide the boundary point. The new combination solution is
′ } do not includes a common cable; otherwise, discard the elements with common cable in 2 and insert the elements corresponding to the lost cables in the in 2, since the number of common cables must be equal to the number of lost ones.
The combination method can generate different chromosome to reverse the 1 and 2.
V. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
Base on the above model and algorithm, we developed the involved program and tested it under VC++ 2010 environment. The lower bound was obtained through solving the IP model with ILOG Cplex. The experiments were all performed on a computer with Win 7 operation system and 2.8 GHz Intel 2 Core CPU and 4 GB RAM.
The SS parameters for all problems were set to be the same: referred solution set size b = b 1 + b 2 =12+8. 12 problem instances came from a practical cable production enterprise with four available parallel production lines and one reserve line. The production cost and times and setup times were all empirical data. To test the SS approach thoroughly, a series of problem instances of 6 different sizes were generated through imitating the practical data.
The computing result for the 12 practical problem instances was list in Table I . Each problem had 4 production lines and the problem sizes were the considered number of cables. In Table I , column LB showed the lower bound of the problem instance. The lower bound was obtained through solving the integer programming (IP) model (1), (2) & (13) with ILOG CPLEX (a commercial optimization software). The average relative gap is 3.75% and the average CPU-s is 75. Table II listed the computational results for the generated 6 problem sizes. It was observed that the computation times (CPU time) increased with the number of cables but the average solution Gap was relatively stable. In those experiments, the IP model can provide the primary cable assignment scheme to the SS as well as the lower bound to evaluate the solution quality. From the computation results, we have the following observations.  • All the problem instances could be resolved in acceptable computing times (no more than 5min), as demonstrated in Table I&II . The proposed SS approach performs efficient.  •As shown in Table I&II , the computation times increases with the problem size but the solution quality is relatively stable. It implies that the solution quality is seldom affected by the problem size and the computing time depends on the problem size.  • The IP model with the validate inequality can provide the lower bound to evaluate the solution quality. The relative small gap implies the effectiveness of the lower bound as well as the solution approach.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a cable parallel production lines scheduling problem was first formulated into a mixed integer programming model, considering setup time and time window. A valid inequality was deduced and improved with the setup time consideration which provided a primary cable assignment scheme and lower bound for the scheduling problem. An SS algorithm was proposed to solve the problem. At last, the numerical experiments were carried out which demonstrated that the proposed solution approach was effective and efficient. 
